SEMERN

On Tuesday, July 30 at 12 noon in the Ancon Conference Room, MARTA LUCIA MARTINEZ, a former Exxon Fellow from the Universidad del Valle, Colombia, will speak on:

Parental Care and Reproductive Failure in Brown Pelicans on Taboga Island

This seminar will not last the whole hour and will be followed by an informal get-together.

ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES

STEVE HUBBELL returned to STRI this week, and will be here for a few weeks.

July 29 - Arriving, VICTOR MANUEL PATINO, Scientific Advisor and former Director of the Instituto Vallecucano de Investigaciones Cientificas, to meet with our staff on STRI-INCIVA collaboration. He will be here until July 31.

August 1 - Arriving, HENRY HOWE, University of Iowa, to continue studies on the ecology of a Neotropical seed-dispersal system. He will be on BCI until August 15.

LIBRARY NEWS

A new National Panasonic PANAFAX faximile transceiver machine was recently installed at the STRI Library. This machine can transmit documents to and from Washington.

FOR SALE

1981 Daihatsu Cuore, 4-door 90 kilometers/gal. Good condition. Call Jeff Burgett: 45-4789 (home).

SHOPETTE IN OLD DIABLO CLUB HOUSE

A mini-market, operated by the El Rey Supermarket chain, recently opened in Diablo, for the convenience of residents in the Canal area.
EDGARDO MUNOZ has replaced JULIO TEJADA as course assistant for the Ecology and Conservation Seminar for secondary school students. Tejada was hired by the Ministry of Education.

NEW STRI ID'S:

ALISON ARCHAMBAULT  
Iguana Management Project

BRIAN BOCK  
Postdoc. Fellow BCI

AXEL CALDERON  
Exxon Assistant Naos

BARRY TEBS  
Visitor - BCI

ROBERTA OLENECK  
Visitor - GALETA

JOSHUA SCHWARTZ  
Visitor - Gamboa

KERYEA SOONG  
Short term Fellow Naos & Galeta